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SUBJECT: Blaine Harbor Marine Industrial Peninsula Access Improvements
Reid Middleton; Professional Services Agreement

ACTION REQUESTED
Authorize the Executive Director to execute a Professional Services Agreement with Reid
Middleton, Inc. for planning assistance and preliminary design for the Blaine Harbor Marine
Industrial Peninsula Access Improvements project in the amount of $84,465.

BACKGROUND
Numerous projects to redevelop the Blaine Harbor Marine Industrial Peninsula have recently been
completed or are planned for the near future that will make approximately 1.5 acres of the central
peninsula available for new development and possible new or modified lease agreements.
Redevelopment activities that have been completed in the past three years include demolition of
the former Dodd Appliance Building and demolition and cleanup of the former Blaine Marina, Inc.
site. Two projects are scheduled for 2020 to further redevelop the site. One project will relocate
Webhouse No. 1 to a new site located adjacent to Webhouses 2 and 3, outside of the Industrial
Peninsula. The second project will redevelop the Sawtooth Pier to better serve the modern
commercial fishing fleet. In addition to redevelopment activities, existing tenants on the peninsula
have expressed interest in modifying their lease areas to support their expanding businesses and
new tenants have expressed interest in leasing land on the peninsula.
To ensure that the site is redeveloped in a manner that will best meet the needs of the Port,
existing and future tenants, and Whatcom County, the Port is undertaking a comprehensive
planning effort to determine the long term goals and needs for the peninsula, including evaluation
of existing lease parcels and review of access utility needs throughout the site. To support this
effort, the Port advertised a request for professional services (RFPS) to provide engineering,
planning and survey services to survey the entire peninsula, develop alternatives to redevelop
the site, assist with tenant engagement, and prepare preliminary design and cost estimate for the
selected alternative. Three very qualified engineering firm submitted statements of qualifications
and Reid Middleton, Inc. of Everett, Washington was selected.
The scope of work is fully described in the attachment.

FISCAL IMPACT
This project will be fully funded by the 2019 Capital Improvement Project 107-864-1900, which
has a budget of $100,000.

STRATEGIC PURPOSE

Redeveloping and improving site access will enable local business to maintain and improve
operations and will improve access to the common use Sawtooth Pier. This project contributes
to two of the Port's 2019 Key Corporate Goals:
Goal No. 3. Expansion of Marine Trades
Goal No. 6. Stimulate Economic Development and Job Creation

RECOMMENDATION
Approve Action Requested.
Attachment: Reid Middleton Professional Services Agreement Scope and Fee Proposal,
dated April 1,2019.
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April 1,2019
File No. 212019.913.007
Mr. Greg Nicholl., P.E.

Port Engineer
Port ofBellingham
P.O. Box 1677

1801 Roeder Avenue
Bellingham,WA 98227-1677
Subject: Blaine Harbor Industrial Peninsula
Dear Mr. Nicholl:
We appreciate the opportunity to work with the Port ofBellingham. Enclosed is our
scope and fee proposal for surveying, planning, and preliminary engineering services

at the Blaine Harbor Industrial Peninsula at Blaine, Washington. We look forward to
working with you and Port staff to further enhance tenant opportunities at the site.
Please call me with any questions.
Sincerely,

Reid Middleton, Inc.

tjJOxAif
Wendell Johnson, AICP, PLS
Principal Planner
Attachments
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Reid Middleton, Inc.
Exhibit "A" Schedule of Charges
Effective July 1, 2018 through June 30,2019

I.

Personnel

Hourly

Rate

Principal...................................................................................................................... $ 205.00 - $ 260.00

Principal Engineer/Principal Planner/Principal Surveyor............................................ $ 205.00 - $ 250.00
Senior Engineer/Senior Planner/Senior Surveyor.......'................................................. $ 180.00 - $ 205.00

Project Engineer/Project Designer/Project Surveyor/Project Planner......................... $ 140.00 - $ 175.00

Design Engineer/Designer II/Design Technician/Survey Crew Chief/

Technical Writer II/'Graphic Designer H ...................'.............................................. $ 115.00 - $ 140.00
Designer I/Planner/CAD TechniciaiHl .......................................................................$ 105.00 - $ 125.00
Project Administrator................................................................................................. $ 100.00 - $ 120.00

CAD Technician I/Survey Technician/TechniciarVTechnical Writer I ....................... $ 90.00 - S 110.00
Survey Crew (1 Person/RTK/Robotic/Scanning)...................................................... $ 135.00
Survey Crew (2 Person/RTK/Robotic/Scanning)........................................................ $ 185.00
Survey Crew (3 Person/RTK/Robotic/Scanning).......................................... $235.00

Expert Witness/Forensic Engineering ......................... 1.5 times usual hourly rate (4 hour minimum)

Individuals not in the regular employ ofReid Middleton may occasionally be engaged to meet specific
project requirements. CTiarges for such personnel will be comparable to charges for regular Reid
Middleton personnel.
A premium may be charged if project requirements make overtime work necessary.
II.

Equipment

Rate

Design Software/Computer Aided Drafting ............................................................... $ 12.00/hour

III. Reimbursable Expenses
Local Mileage - Automobile ........................................................................................ $ 0.58/mile
Local Mileage - Survey Truck .................................................................................... $ 0.65/mile

Expenses that are directly attributable to the project are invoiced at cost plus 15%. These expenses
include, but are not limited to, subconsultant or subcontractor sen/ices, travel and subsistence,
communications, couriers, postage, fees and permits, document reproduction, special instrumentation and
field equipment rental, premiums for additional insurance where required, special supplies, and other costs
directly applicable to the project.
A new schedule of charges is issued and becomes effective July 1 each year. Charges for all work,
including continuing projects initiated in prior years, will be based on the latest schedule of charges.
IV. Client Advances
Unless the parties agree otherwise in writing, charges for the following items shall be paid by the client

directly, shall not be the responsibility ofReid Middleton, and shall be in addition to any fee stipulated in

the agreement: government fees, including permit and review fees; soils testing fees and costs; charges for
aeriaFphotograpTiy; and charges for monuments. IfReidMiddleton determines, in its discretion, to
advance any"of these costs inthe interest of the project, the amount of the advance, jilus a fifteen percent
administrative fee, shall be paid by the client upon presentation of an invoice therefore.
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EXHIBITS
SCOPE OF SERVICES
BLAINE HARBOR INDUSTRIAL PENINSULA
April 1, 2019

A. Project Understanding
The Port of Bellingham owns the Blaine Harbor Industrial Peninsula (BHIP) in Blaine,
Washington. A portion of the property is water-ward of the Inner Harbor Line and is leased
from Washington Department of Natural Resources. The industrial area has a variety of existing
tenants including seafood handling and processing companies and a boatyard operator. Tenants
at the BHIP have expressed to the Port of Bellingham (Port) the desire to expand operations at
the site. The Port staff has had initial conversations with the tenants and have shown them a
very preliminary sketch of how access to the site could be modified and various lease
boundaries adjusted in an attempt to accommodate expansion plans of the tenants.
Port has requested the assistance of the Reid Middleton team to provide detailed mapping of
the BHIP, prepare alternatives for realignment of roads and revision of lease lines, analyze
impacts of the road realignment and lease line revisions on the existing infrastructure,
recommend modifications of the infrastructure to serve the alternatives developed, and
develop opinions of probable construction cost for each of the alternatives. The area of work is
limited to within the BHIP on Port and DNR property and does not include work along Marine
Drive except for general considerations of pedestrian and traffic circulation around and
accessing the BHIP.
B. Scope of Services
1. Topographic Survey
A topographic survey for the BHIP including utility information will be prepared by
Wilson Survey & Engineering. See attached topographic survey proposal from Wilson
SurveySt Engineering. Note that it is assumed that the underground utility locating fees
and title company fees will be billed directly to the Port of Bellingham.
2. Development of Road Realignment Alternatives
Reid Middleton will develop up to three alternatives for alignment of roadways serving
the BHIP. As part of that process, we will confer with Port staff on known constraints
and opportunities that will influence the modified road alignments, including specific
tenant desires for room to expand and required truck access for the tenant operations
and to the Sawtooth and North and South Piers. The Port has indicated a desire that at
least one of the alternatives maintain the two north-south aligned streets in their
present locations because they effectively serve adjacent land uses in their current
configurations. Consideration will be given as to how tenant lease lines should be
adjusted to best fit the alternative road alignments while taking into consideration
tenant desires for additional space allocation for expansion.

We will submit the alternatives developed to Port staff for review prior to a meeting to
be scheduled to occur at Port offices to discuss the alternatives. At the meeting, we will
work with Port staff to identify the strengths and weaknesses of each of the
alternatives, with the goal being to identify those elements that should be modified
prior to preparing an opinion of probable construction cost (OPCC) for each of the
alternatives.

3. Opinion of Probable Construction Cost (OPCC)
The Reid Middleton team will revise the three alternatives based on the input provided
by Port staff. The team will then identify impacts to existing infrastructure created by
each of the alternatives and identify modifications to the infrastructure necessary to
maintain current levels of service to each of the lease parcels. We will also identify
those improvements to the infrastructure necessary to meet current land use
regulations and development standards. (See attached proposal from K-Engineers for
evaluation of electrical system impacts).
We will submit the revised alternatives together with the OPCC for each to Port Staff for
review and comment, and follow up the submittal with a meeting with Port Staff to
review the submittal in an effort to identify those elements of the alternatives that are
to be carried forward in a preferred alternative.
4. Tenant Engagement

The Reid Middleton team will prepare a preferred alternative presentation-level graphic
based on input received from Port Staff. We will confer with Port Staff on when, how,
and where the Port intends to engage the tenants to review the preferred alternative
and will support Port Staff as directed in the presentation of the preferred alternative to
the tenants. We envision up to three graphics as being necessary for the presentation:
• An overall graphic of the preferred alternative
• A graphic that highlights required modifications to existing Infrastructure
• A graphic that highlights proposed lease line modifications.
Reid Middleton's project manager will attend a tenant public meeting at Blaine Harbor
for presentation of the alternatives and discussions with tenants.
Following the meeting with the tenants, we will meet with Port staff to review,
categorize, and prioritize comments received from the tenants with the goal of
developing a list of required revisions to the preferred alternative.
5. Schematic Engineering and Updated OPCC
The Reid Middleton team will prepare one schematic (30 percent complete) drawing set
based on the preferred alternative selected by the Port. The drawings will generally
show a concept level layout of existing and proposed site features, building positions,
site grading, location of paving for walkways, driveways and parking, lease lines, and site

utilities. Services will also include research of applicable codes and criteria, preparation
of preliminary earthwork quantities for the site grading, and an OPCC.

DELIVERABLES
• One draft alternative phase drawing set in PDF format
• Three graphics to support the tenant engagement process in PDF format
• One final 30 percent level schematic phase drawing set in PDF format
• One draft and one final Opinion of Probable Construction Costs in PDF format

C. PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE
Reid Middleton will begin services upon receipt of a signed agreement and will make every
reasonable effort to complete the services in a timely manner considering the needs of the
project. We understand that the Port would like to bid the project in early summer.

D. CLIENT'S RESPONSIBILITIES
The Port shall provide available pertinent data, documents, and other information to Reid
Middleton as necessary to complete the services outlined in Section B above.

E. COMPENSATION
For services described in Section B, Items 1 through 5, Reid Middleton shall be paid on a "timeplus-expense" basis in accordance with provisions of the. attached Exhibit "A," Schedule of
Charges Effective July 1, 2018, for a maximum amount not-to-exceed of $84,500 without prior
approved amendment to this contract.

F. MANAGEMENT DESIGNATIONS
Wendell Johnson will be the Project Manager for this project and will be your primary point of
contact.
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SURVEY/ENGINEERING
March 28, 2019
2019-054: Reid Middleton / Port of Bellingham Blaine Harbor
WendeUJohnson,AICP, PLS
Director, Development Services

Reid Middleton
728 134th Street SW , Suite 200
Eve rett,WA 98204
Office: 425-741-3800 I Fax: 425-741-3900

Subject: Proposed Professional Land Survey Services for Base-Map and Boundary Survey—Blaine
Harbor Industrial Area, Being a Portion of Lots 45-60 of the Blaine Tidelands; a.k.a Whatcom County
Tax Parcel ID No. 405101 360503.
Mr.Johnson:

Wilson Engineering (Wilson) is pleased to present the following Scope and Fee proposal to provide
professional surveying services on the above referenced project, per the "Wilson Topo Survey
Requested SCOPE OF SERVICES.docx" (SCOPE) file you provided on March 25, 2019, according to the
additional scope clarification provided by the Port of Bellingham via email on March 28, 2019, and
according to the following Project Understanding, Scope of Services, and Assumptions.

UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROJECT
Wilson understands that Reid Middleton (R-M) is seeking a base-map topographic survey of the "Blaine
Harbor Industrial Area", a peninsula within the Blaine Harbor Marina upon which there are several
industrial lease-holds. Per the aforementioned SCOPE document, Wilson understands that you require
a comprehensive topographic survey of the area depicted on the attached "Survey Extents" exhibit
including, but not limited to, the following elements:
1. Provide all property and lease line information (lengths, bearing, interior angles, point of
tangency, and length of curves) and easements for the Blaine Harbor Industrial Area property
Boundary survey shall close by latitude and departure with an error not to exceed 1:5,000, Show
boundary lines giving length and bearing for each straight line. Show and label the point of
beginning. Drawing shall show whether corners were found with a description of each. No
corner monumentation or identification will be set as part of this survey. A survey of the
property boundary shall be based on a current title report, deed, lease, or lease map to be
supplied by the owner. Physical encroachments along the property or lease boundary, if any,
shall be shown on the survey map. SEE UNDERSTANDING-1TEM (U-l) #1
2. Horizontal and Vertical Datum: The horizontal and vertical control used for the survey shall be
that used for previous topographic surveys of the site. The location and elevation of the
monuments and benchmarks used shall be referenced on the survey.
3. Provide the total site area and individual lease areas in square feet. SEE U-l #2
4. Provide a vicinity map (1" =200') showing the property surveyed in reference to nearby highways
or major street intersections.

5. Provide full right-of-way topography along the extent of the project including 50' beyond.
6. Plot location of all structures on the property. Dimension to property or lease lines and other
buildings.

WILSON ENGINEERING, LLC 805 Dupont Street, Suite 7, Bellingham, WA 98225 T (360) 733-6100 F (360) 647-9061 www.wilsonengineering.com
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7. Provide locations of all doors/entrances and finish floor elevations at each entrance. Provide
lowest level finish floor elevation (i.e. basement elevation).
8. Spot elevations at a 25'x 25' minimum grid.
9. Spot elevations shall also be provided over adjacent public right-of-way frontages at the gutter
and top of curb or at edge of pavement and edge of drive lane, road centerline, and property or
lease line on a 25-foot grid. Spot elevations shall also be given at all curb radius points and
driveway curb cuts.

10. Contour interval shall be 1 foot and spot elevations shall be accurate to 1/lOOth of a foot. SEE
U-l#3
11. Locate top and toe of slopes and retaining walls. SEE U-l #4
12. Locate bulkheads, piers, wharves, and other significant waterfront features. SEE U-l #4
13. Indicate all topographic features including but not limited to:
o Buildings and structures
o Fences
o Utility access points, i.e., manhole covers, storm drain grates, electrical vault lids, etc.

o Power poles
o Light standards
o Strain poles
o Curb and gutter
o Roadways, parking areas, and sidewalks, including paving type
o Pavement markings and crosswalk markings on roads and parking lots.
o Trees, tree wells, grates, and limits of landscaping; indicate tree species, caliper and drip
lines
o Traffic sign a I b oxes
o Fire hydrants and associated service lines, valves, etc.
o Water vaults, meters and valves

o Fire department connections, vaults and appurtenances
o City benchmarks and monuments, including those used for control that are not within
the project site
o Signs and pedestrian signals, including those mounted on light standards and other
types of poles; show sign type
o Sidewalk ramps and driveways
14. Indicate underground utilities such as sanitary, storm, water, electrical, gas, steam, telephone,
etc. Use a locating service to field locate utilities prior to surveying. The size and material of the
utility should be included if possible. SEE U-l #5
15. For the Sanitary Sewer, Storm, and combined utilities, include rim, invert, and direction of flow
for all pipes within structures. At a minimum include one upstream and one downstream
structure outside the project limits such that pipe slopes adjacent to the project can be
determined.

16. For electrical, telephone, and other utility vaults include dimensions of vault, bottom and top of
vault and any easements associated with the utility. SEE U-l #6
17. Show locations of other utilities per record drawings (i.e. the side sewer stubs, water meters,
storm stubs, gas etc.) SEE U-l #7
18. Provide the location and size of gas (if present) and water adjacent or on the property. SEE U-l
#8 for items 18-19
19. Indicate the location of all fire hydrants that serve the property and the size of the main serving
the fire hydrant.
20. Indicate overhead power lines and underground power duct banks.
21. Indicate all improvements including within the right-of-way (pavement type, extent of
pavement, curb (indicate type of curb), landscape, sidewalk etc.).
22. Provide labels on the symbols such as the type of street signs, name of trees and size of trunk,
etc. (Locate all trees with greater than 6" caliper)
23. Show extents of the ground surface type, such as the gravel lots, asphalt paving, and
landscaping. This should include striping
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24. Show the North Arrow directed either to the left or top of the sheet.
25. Provide the survey in signed hard copy, PDF (Full Size) and AutoCAD format.
26. Provide survey ASCII Point file.
U-l #1: Wilson understands that there are 4-5 lease-holds within the current interest area, and that the
Port of Bellingham will provide a shapefile approximately defining the boundaries of same, and legal
descriptions purporting to define same. Wilson understands that the monumentation controlling said
leases has largely been obliterated, if ever set, and that any depiction of the extents of the extant leaseholds may be of a highly approximate nature. Title reports and/or Plat Guarantees will be provided by
the Port or R-M prior to commencement of survey efforts, and Wilson will not independently acquire
same under this scope.

U-l #2; As noted in U-l #1, extant leasehold areas may be ambiguous, and areas produced are
understood to best best-effort approximations.

U-l #3: Common survey practice cannot, using ordinary methodologies, achieve the prescribed 0.01'
accuracy standard here required. Conventional survey practice results in positions having a total
positional uncertainty of 0.03' +/- 200ppm (based on sighted observation length). The prescribed
standard is achievable using multiple observations and high-precision methodologies, and would result
in an exceptional cost increase for minimal return. Unless specifically directed to utilize O.Ol'-standard
methodologies, Wilson understands this item to mean that spot elevations will be expressed to the
1,100th of a foot.
U-l #4: Wilson Engineering has performed various surveys of the interest area, including a
comprehensive bathymetric survey and topographic survey of the submerged and upland surfaces
abutting the project area. Per R-M and the Port, Wilson intends to use the data from our 2012, 2015,
and 2019 surveys to fulfill these data requirements, where applicable and current. Wilson understands
that R-M's interest in dock and wharf features is limited to the top surfaces thereof, and no topographic
survey of the structure or sub-surface along/under the docks or wharves will be performed pursuant to
this survey effort.
U-l #5: Per R-M, WJlson understands that a private LOCATE service, such as APS, should be utilized
pursuant to this scope item. Wilson will contact same, and coordinate their efforts with survey. Cost
for the LOCATE service has not been provided to Wilson at this time, and the "LOCATE SERVICES" cost
item in the following "FEE PROPOSAL" section is an approximation only, and the actual cost for the
service may exceed the proposed limit. Wilson will not be responsible for costs pursuant to this item in
excess of the following approximate cost limit.
U-l #6: Utility vaults are not customarity opened, or open-able, by survey crew at the time of survey,
Wilson understands this item to be limited to unlocked, and easily accessible vaults, and that structures
that are not opened or open-able at the time of survey will be excluded from this requirement. Critical
structures requiring this data element can be measured, if required, but may be subject to remobilization and travel charges.
U-l #7: Record maps can vary wildly in their currency and accuracy, and Wilson cannot/does not
propose to review all possible record sources pursuant to this item. Wilson understands this item to
mean that a single, verified record-drawing file will be provided to Wilson for incorporation into the
base-map. Said file, or any derivation therefrom, will appear on a locked "RECORD" layer, and will be
categorically exempt from any accuracy standard otherwise applicable to the base-map survey.
U-l #8: Wilson will provide the pipe sizes for the utilities noted in the relevant sections cis marked by
LOCATE provider, or as depicted in the record drawing provided according to U-l #7. Pipe sizes derived
from record data will be exempt from accuracy standards, as previously noted.
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Subsequent to receiving the above-detailed SCOPE document, Wilson received the additional clarifying
email from the Port of Belling.ham (which includes the following re-direct from Greg McHenry, of the
Port, to Greg Nicoll, to wit:
Whether or not some of the following work list is part of this preliminary design project remains to be
decided but below is what will be needed eventually:
l)Topographic Survey, for preliminary design
2)Record of Survey for Harbor Area, containing 2.5 (3)sites which need legal packets
3)BSPforfee simple owned POB property on the industrial peninsula containing 5.5 (6)sites also needing
legal packets.
4) Revised/Updated Utility Easement legal packet describing -4 to 5 private road segments of which
only 4 may change. SEE U-l #9
U-l #9; Mr. McHenry subsequently clarifies and confirms that for the current scope of effort, only items
#1 and #4 are required. Wilson understands that, in addition to the base-map survey requirements
prescribed by R-M, the current Scope and Fee Proposal must include costs to provide a maximum of five
(5) legal-description packets for the aforementioned "private road segments". The following FEE
PROPOSAL includes costs related to this service, only, and does not include services pursuant to new
lease parcels or a Record of Survey, as mentioned in Mr. McHenry's email.

SCOPE OF SERVICES
Based upon our understanding of the project above, Wilson will perform the following services:
1. Field topographic survey will include Items listed in the "Understanding" section, above, as
therein characterized.
2. Prepare one round of five (5) "DRAFT" legal description packets for the "private road segments"
mentioned above, and one round of FINAL legal description packet depicting and defining same,
suitable for inclusion in recorded documents prepared by client's legal counsel.
3. A "preliminary "electronic base-map of the survey will be provided to client in electronic form,
saved in AutoCad 2015 .dwg format (or newer), including a CTB file and drafted to current
APWA layer standards.
4. Subsequent to one round of review and comment by R-M, a FINAL electronic base-map of the
survey will be provided to client, along with a "wet stamped" photo-reproducible hard-copy
copy of the survey signed and sealed by a Washington State Licensed Surveyor.

ASSUMPTIONS
Any service not specifically included in the "Understanding" and "Scope" sections above, is
specifically excluded from Wilson's proposed efforts and costs.
Certain facilities extant at the site are known to be in poor repair, and potentially hazardous to
Wilson personnel. In the event that a particular structure is/ in the opinion of Wilson staff,
unsafe to access directly, Wilson reserves the right to refrain from direct survey of same.
Wilson does have the ability to remote-capture data using scanning or prism-free
methodologies, but any data so captured will be excluded from stated accuracy and
completeness standards.
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FEE PROPOSAL
The services described in the "Scope of Services" section will be accomplished on a "Time and
Materials" basis with a "Not to Exceed" cost limit, outlined as follows:
Project Management, Control, and Boundary Analysis:
18.0 hrs Sr. Project Surveyor @ $156/hr. $ 2,808.00
20.0 hrsSr. Survey Tech. @ $114/hr. $ 2,280.00
8.0 hrs. 2-Pers. Fld. Crew @ $198/hr. _________ __ $ 1,584.00

Sub-Total This Phase: $ 6,672.00
Base-Map Topographic Survey and Drafting:
12.0 hrsSr. Survey Tech. @ $114/hr. $ 1,368.00
62.0 hrs. 2-Pers. Fld. Crew @ $198/hr $ 12,276.00

24.0 hrs. Sr. CAD Tech. @ $102/hr _$ 2,448.00

Sub-Total This Phase: $ 16,092.00
Legal Description Packets (5 Max.);
7.5 hrs Sr. Project Surveyor @ $156/hr $ 1,170.00

30.0 hrs. Sr. Survey Tech. @ $114/hr _$ 3,420.00

Sub-Total This Phase: $ 4,590.00
Total Cost Wilson-Supplied Sevices: $ 27,354.00
ESTIMATED Cost for Private Locates*: +/- $ 5,000.00
*A/o proposal for this service is available at this time; this is presumed to be, but may not be, a worstcase estimate, and Wilson does not accept liability in the event that the final cost exceeds this value.
We would like to thank you for the opportunity to present you with this proposal and look forward to
working with you on this project. If you have any questions or require additional information, please
give me a call at 360-733-6100 (ext.231).
SincereJ

WILS^

1-fTom Brewster, PLS

Survey Manager/ Principal
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SURVEY EXTENTS EXHIBIT

^

ENGINEERS, INC. 208 Third Street, Lynden, WA 98264
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING Tel (360) 354-4757 Fax (360)354-6794

Reid Middleton March 26, 20 19
728 134th Street SW, Suite 200
Everett, WA 98204
Attention: Wendell Johnson
Subject: Design Services Agreement-Port ofBellingham Blaine Harbor Peninsula Industrial Site
Access Improvements Electrical Evaluation.

PROPOSAL
We propose to furnish the Electrical Engineering services for the Port ofBellingham Blaine Harbor
Peninsula Industrial Site Access Improvements Electrical Evaluation.
The electrical evaluation will include the following:
• Review 2 or 3 Reid Middleton generated site access layouts and provide an evaluation on the
impacts of the alternative layouts to the existing electrical infrastructure.
• Site visit (if needed for further investigation).
The evaluation work will not include electrical drawings, details, specifications, cost estimates, or
formal lengthy report. To keep our time limited at this stage in design, our deliverable will be in
the form of phone calls, emails, or short document in outline format, however, items listed as not
included may be added as extra services.

COMPENSATION
We propose that you pay us for our services on a time and materials basis in accordance with the

attached "Reimbursement Schedule" dated January 1, 2018. The total fee will not to exceed
$1,800.00 without prior approval.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Billing will be monthly. Terms are net 30 days, with a service charge of 1% per month assessed
on all past due accounts. The above financial arrangements are on the basis of prompt payment of
our invoices and the orderly and continuous progress of the project through completion.
This proposal, along with the attachments, represent the entire understanding between you and us

in respect of the Project and may only be modified in writing signed by both of us. If it satisfactorily
sets forth your understanding of the arrangement between us, we would appreciate your signing a

copy of this letter in the space provided below and returning it to us. This proposal will be open
for acceptance until April 30, 2019.

^

ENGINEERS, INC. 208 Third Street, Lynden, WA 98264
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING Tel (360) 354-4757 Fax (360)354-6794

Sincerely,

Steve TeVelde, P.E.

Accepted this _day of_2019.
Reid Middleton, by

^

ENGINEERS, INC. 208 Third Street, Lynden, WA 98264
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING Tel (360) 354-4757 Fax (360) 354-6794

REIMBURSEMENT SCHEDULE January 1,2018

1. Hourly Rates

Client shall pay Engineer for services rendered on an hourly basis as follows:
Principal of Firm $145.00 per hour
Engineering $ 135.00 per hour
Design $110.00 per hour
Drafting $95.00 per hour
Clerical $55.00 per hour

2. Qytside Consultants
Client shall pay Engineer for services and reimbursable expenses of outside consultants
hired by Engineer for specialized tasks the amount billed to Engineer times a factor of 1.1.

3. Reproduction Costs

Up to 3 copies of all reports, drawings, specifications, etc. will be provided by the Engineer
with each transmittal. Client shall pay Engineer the actual reproduction costs times a factor
of 1.1 in excess of the above.

4. Miscellaneous Expenses

Client shall pay Engineer the actual costs incurred directly or indirectly in connection with
the project for: transportation and subsistence incidental thereto (see notes below);
obtaining bids or proposals from contractors; toll telephone calls; computer time including
an appropriate charge for previously established programs; and any other project-related
items.

Note: For travel related to services, the client shall pay Engineer the rate of $0.54 per mile
for automobile travel when the destination is more than 50 miles from the
Engineer's office.

ReidMiddleton
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Project
Senior
Planner Sun/eyoi Managei Engineer Engineer
$1/0
$2ZU
$220
$20U
$190

JLF

WAJ

Principal
Hourly Kat(
Labor cod

Task

Description

No.

Top og ra ph7c-Survey
001
00101 /Vitson Engineering

002

0

0

0

^oad Alignment AK.

00201| =>repare base map
002021 site visit
002031 Develop alternatives

1

4

6

0

0

opinion of Cost
003
00301 revise alternatives
003021 Ider
denitfy infrastructure impacts
00303] <-Eng!neers (electrical)
develop infrastructure mods
00304|De
00305) 3repare OPCC
coordinate port submrttal
003071 3ort review meeting
003081 3raft decisions memo

0

-0

0

•reject Management
;ontract Administration
iubconsullant management
iudget/Schedule maintenance

29

5

2
4

4

6
2
1

4

26

21

6
1

2

2
2

6
2

6

2
2

0

0

0

ichematic Engr/OPCC
BOS
00501 :lrepare base drawings
ooSSSf ichematic grading plan
005031 ichematic stormwater pfan
005041 ichematic water plan
Schematic sewer plan
005051Sch<
Schemaiic'lighiting/powerplan"

frSubtotal Task 005

1

4
2
1

^5409]

)06
006011
006021
006031

4

2

2
2

004
Fenant Engagement
00401 :)repare preferred alternative
004621 coordinate tenant meeting
004031 prepare meeting graphics
004041 attend tenant meeting
004051 3 raft findings memo
wsoei ileet with PoifitatT
004071Drands
3raft decisions memo
004081 2A/QC

005071 3PCC
005081 3A/QC
00509i coordinate submirttatto Port
H6510I

0

6

003091QA/QC
3A/QC
003101

ir Subtotal Task 004

0

6
2

002071 Draft decisions memo
002081 2A/QC
002091
002101

IFSubtotal Task 003

2

12
1
1

60204|Analyze
^natyze road geometry
002051 coordinate Port submfttal
:>ort review meeting
002061PC

iFSubtotal Task 002"

MLD

2

00102ICI
coordinate topo survey
Hr Subtotal Task 001

DYE

24

1

0

4

8
2
2

2
2

1

1

2

0

0

7

2
4
4

2

4

22

0

*J

Estimate of Professional Services
3Y:
3ATE:
=ILE:

:>ROJECT: Blaine Harbor Industrial Peninsula
3LIENT: Port of Bellingham
'ROJ. HO: 212013.913.007

728 134th Street SW
Everett.WA 9S204
(425)741-3800

AIAJ CHKD B; kab 4/1/19
i/29/2019
^l21Cp«9\!913U)07 Blaine Harbor Inl istrial Peninsuta Access lmpr\Contract\E

se Contr

(425) 741 Typical Projsctteam Role:

Principal

Graphic
CAD
Design
Project
Principal Principal Project
Project
Project Enginee Designer Technici Actminislr Designer
Senior
Planner Sun/eyor| Manager Engineer Engineer Engineer!
r
alor
11
an I

Technical
Writer 11

Total
Labor
hours

Total Labor
Earnings

e0
£1
.0

3
tf)

Computer

Labor 8,
Reimb

s
i
P a:

Trips and
Mtgs

Labor Code

Task
No.

Description
1r Subtotal Task 006
TOTAL HOURS

WAJ

DYE

MLD

RF

DO

KB

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

0

20

3,150

0 0

'[

0

0

98

4S

44

0

y

ss

8

11

12

Q

310

50.6S8

0 0

19,600

9-120

7,-iSO

0

10.560

800

•;. 208

,<3S

0

'6wi

43A>

Oi;/0

JLF

SubTotal Cosl
250
y
Percent of Total Hours 0% 0%
Assumptions tprcyect^^!on
Hours and rates shown are for estimating purposes only.

personnel categories, and terms identified in Exhibit A.

Q% 32%

1 Wks

14%
1fc?
Avg Wkly JQ4.A65

0% 0°';

28%

3'

I

$

$

0

0

0

24Q

0

29,154

0

3.15<

33,767

S4.46i

Inflation Factor
•/.of Work after July 1
Inflation Adj. on Labor and Exp.

m
0%

Contingency/Rounding

c

50.69S

The actual number of hours charged to the project and personnel used may vary. Hours worked will be billed using the rates,

TOTAL

(

84,465

